
Cambridge 24 viii 66 

Dear Emmett, 
The quick repiy as requested. Jean-Pierre arrived on 

Monday, full of' good works as usual - it is hard to as s imilate 
everything in a hurry. We had long dis-cussions yesterday. 

The Cottrell programme came over quite well - I onlJ' heard 
the repeat sinrereception was imp ossible on that wavelength 
where we were in Westmoreland. It was a bit disjointed, but 
your fruity US accent~ stirred us to nostalgia; reproduction 
was excellent, evm.down to the sniff. Boa~dman dealt effectively 
with Palmer. 

I appreciate ymur hesitation, but the Colloquium accepted 
91 = two; and on linguistic grounds I feel it is pretty certain. 
It is entirely absent at KN so far as I know. I checked all 
the examples of 66 at KN' last time I was in Creie, a.nd they were 
all genuine 66; but the gable roo~ of 91 could be the distinctive 
feature. 

56 = pa3 was rejected by the Colloquium after discussion, 
so it stays as a numeral.1° I feel much less certain about t his, 
though there are indications that it might be something like 
~ (pja???). I would be against using this value until we 
have much better proof. Above all, I would like to remove the 
word 'doublet ' ; there are no such things, and the use of 2 was originally intended by Michael to mean:" xx2 behaves in 
rather the same manner a xx, but is not the same as it." 
People have been misled by the cuneirorm systems which have 
rows of homophones used as optional variants. 

JPO says he had not heard of the robbery, so presumably this 
is news to you too. The Times~carried a repprt that Platon had 
been set upon in Central Athens and robbed of a vast sum he 
had just collected from a bank for the Zakro dig. The attacker 
seized hie bag and vanished into the traffic across the road. 
The figure of £11,ooo odd was subsequently corrected to £1,250, 
but this is bad enough. Platon himsm~f in a letter gave no figu'~ 
but apparently the money was the total sum supplied by Pomerance 
for the dig; end he has mo manage for this year on what the 
Arch. Soc of Athens give him. He spoke of "danger to his life" 
and clearly he had a nasty shock, but I take it was not badly 
hurt p[W;ically. I wish we could do something to replace the 
lossJ but foreign exchange is almost unobtainable here at 
pre~t, owing to our usual economic difficulties, and in any 
case the little youmd I have to spare would not £0 far. One 
can think of various morals, but these will do little good. 
The 2nd Times article~was a very ·ood report of the Zakro finds. 
I see fU.rther exploration of Santorini is under way. Platen 
believes that the destr"Ciction 01 Zakro was caused by the ermption, 
and I am more than ever convinced that this must be the cause 
of the Minoan collapse in the 15th cent. It explains very neatly 
how the Greeks were able to walk into Knossos a ~eration later 
when wind and rain had cleared away the ash, rebuild the Palacr
and get things going again. But why did this venture :fail? 
JPO says you both feel that the KN scribal traditions have no 
mainland ancestry I think th· • is must be simply lack of knowledge 
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on our part. Linear B must surely have been brought to Crete 
f'rom the main~and. 

I hope we can agree a communique on transcription. If you 
now accept a3, there is nothing really separating us; but I 
think your section on reverse alphabetisatioh is an unnecessary 
complication. Can we leave that out? I would like the ideo
gram list to include~ not only TELA and LAJ.JA, but also some 
of the other cases where we know :fu.11 well the meaning, but you 
omitted a Latin word because several had been used. There is 
no good reason why CURRUS (CUR) should not be used for CHARIOT; 
the point is how t o distinguish the diff'erent types. Since 
*240, with wheels, occurs only in KN Sc, is there any reason 
why *241 should not be transcribed with the same '0Td, but with 
a varuety of superior letters ~o indicate the various parts 
miPsing: e.g. CURa = ~:~241, CUR for what is called, I think 
rather mistc: kenly> CAPSUS 9 etc. ~ 10{ = Lofl...{icA) ? 

Proof' of' Proc.Camb. Coll. has now been returned to Printer, 
but they are doing their best to equal the record set by Univ. 
of' ~is. Press, and bound copies are now not expected before 
November. 
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